


Let Spartan take care of your storage issues & free up your cash flow

Small delivery quantities, 20 pieces for clothing & 
bags and 50 pieces for hats and accessories

FREE FREIGHT

Secure your pricing.  Capped annual increases for 
the agreed term of engagement.

SECURE PRICING

You retain control of your on-sell price to parents, 
ensuring they really receive the best value for money 
uniform items

VALUE FOR MONEY

Receive 10% discount on all your regular items - all 
year around (excluding formal hats & locally made 
socks)

10% DISCOUNT

VIP

Quick & efficient delivery to your school when you require, 
despatched within 72 hours for already completed plain, 
printed, embroidered &/or custom items

PRIORITY DELIVERY

Spartan will hold & warehouse stock for you at no extra 
cost.  Only pay for stock as you receive it rather than 
while it is si�ing on your shelves taking up space

HOLDING STOCK

Become a Spartan VIP today

Talk to us about se�ing up a
WHOLESALE SUPPLY AGREEMENT

p: 1800 815 557     e: info@spartanss.com.au



Spartan'sSpartan's  INDENTINDENT  offeroffer

24/724/7

1010%%    DiscountDiscount

Customers have the ability and convenience to place
bulk orders, view account information and view sales history

at any time, all via their dedicated portal on our web site.

To register for online ordering,contact your local
sales representative or our head office.

order online

www.spartanss.com.auwww.spartanss.com.au

Orders placed between 1st March and 31st May 2022 with a delivery date between Orders placed between 1st March and 31st May 2022 with a delivery date between 
1st September 2022 & 28th February 2023 will receive a 10% discount1st September 2022 & 28th February 2023 will receive a 10% discount**

SECONDSECOND  INDENTINDENT  
for CLOTHING ONLY for CLOTHING ONLY 
We also offer a second indent period for            We also offer a second indent period for            
our clothing range.  A 10% indent discount is our clothing range.  A 10% indent discount is 
available for orders placed between 1st August  available for orders placed between 1st August  
& 30th September 2022 with a delivery date & 30th September 2022 with a delivery date 
between 1st March & 30th April 2023between 1st March & 30th April 2023* * 
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Spartan  The Family Business
Spartan School Supplies is truly a family business, 
from its humble early origins to today’s national 
thriving company.

In 1938 Fred Dodge migrated to Australia from 

Austria, fearing that the political tensions in Europe 

may soon lead to war. His family brought the skills 

and knowledge of making leather bags, satchels 

and cases, and decided to set up a small 

manufacturing and wholesaling business in the 

run-down suburb of Collingwood. This company 

grew to become Airport Luggage, as they 

increased the size and capabilities of their 

premises in Richmond to cope with the new 

demand and range of products. 

Fred’s son Ron Dodge joined the business in 

1970, bringing a hunger for growth and scale, 

through acquiring brand licenses and 

manufacturing off-shore. On one of these 

sourcing trips in 1982, Ron sat next to Tony 

Hunter on a Qantas flight, forming an instant 

friendship and a conversation about starting a 

school-bag company that could supply the Australian 

market. Tony brought all of the knowledge and 

day to day operating skills of a schoolbag company 

from his time at Denzil Don, a school bag manufacturer. 

Several months later, Ron and Tony established 

Spartan School Supplies, and began operations out 

of the Airport Luggage premises. Within the first 13 

years of business, Spartan had to move premises to 

Heidelberg and then to Blackburn to accommodate 

the constantly growing warehousing, offices and 

sales team. 

At the turn of the millennium, the family ties within 

the business strengthened again, as Ron’s daughter 

Michelle Dodge became Spartan’s Australian Sales 

and Marketing Manager, inspiring the representatives 

in every state to sell schoolbags, hats, and socks to 

retailers around the country, and creating a liaison 

with the London arm of the business, Marathon 

School Supplies. 

The day that Tony Hunter turned 50, as he had promised 

since the inception of the business, he handed in the 

keys and retired to start his own vineyard. But there 

was no slowing down for Spartan, as over the next 

decade they had to move to bigger premises again 

in Mitcham and then Knox to accommodate for the 

expanding product range, which included Primary 

School Uniforms. 

To further cement the ties between the Dodge 

family and the ever-growing Spartan business, 

Ron’s other two children, Joel and Marty Dodge, 

joined the board of the company. 

The Dodge Family Members have been able to 

keep their involvement at Board Level, leaving 

the experienced management team to run the 

business, as it transitions into a new era to 

include the Spartan School World chain of retail 

outlets. It is no coincidence that many of the 

managers and staff have 

been with Spartan 

for over 10 years, 

earning them the 

presentation of 

the “Baggy Blue 

Spartan Cap”. 

Spartan still applies the family-style values of how 

to treat their customers, staff and suppliers, the 

essence behind Spartan’s long and successful track 

record. The rich tradition of this family business is 

set to continue providing the best products for the 

next generation of school-children.



ENVIRONMENT COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY
At Spartan, we strive to produce great products using 

innovation, creativity and excellent craftsmanship. At 

the same time, we are conscious of the environmental 

impacts of our business.  Taking practical measures to be a 

good corporate citizen has long been a core value at Spartan.  

This includes evaluating all aspects of the products we supply 

and striving to eliminate or minimise their environmental 

impact across the product life cycle.

With every year our knowledge and practices have 

improved.   When considering new products our design 

process not only prioritises quality and performance, 

but minimises environmental impacts.

We will continue to demonstrate industry leadership by 

furthering our commitment to recycle more, reduce landfill, 

reduce carbon emissions and increase the sustainability 

of our products.

Carbon Emissions
Since 2015 we have offset the carbon 
emissions of our entire company vehicle 
fleet with Greenfleet. This translates to 
planting 2100 native trees.  As well as 
off-setting green house gas, this action 
is helping to improve water quality, reduce soil degradation and 
provide essential habitat for native wildlife.  These are modest but 
significant steps towards how we can minimise our environmental 
footprint while also producing high quality products that meet the 
daily needs of school children.  Our commitment to this program 
will continue into the future.

Product
Our revolutionary Tufflite school bag 
fabric complies with the strict EU 
REACH Standards. REACH is the 
European Community Regulation on 
chemicals and their safe use.  The 
organisation deals with the Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorisation and Restriction of chemical substances 
to ensure a high level of protection for human health 
and the environment.

All fabrics used in our Spartan garments are produced 
by mills that have the Okeotex 
certification. This certification 
means fabrics are proven not 
to contain harmful substances 
such as azo dyes, nickel, lead and 
formaldehyde.

In addition to the above, we have many sourcing
measures in place to ensure our products are produced 
responsibly.  Factories producing Spartan products are 
regularly audited by various organisations ensuring the 
agreed code of conduct is followed.  Such compliance 
standards include:

-  Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production (WRAP)

-  China Quality Certification Centre (CQC)

-  The Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI)

HeroPack
We have joined the HERO PACKAGING  'League of Heroes' - a 
group of committed online retailers who are saying NO to plastic 
one mailer at a time.  Using these compostable  HERO PACK 
mailers is another great step towards reducing the amount of 
plastic waste ending up in our environment.

www.heropackaging.com.au
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Chief Financial Officer

30 years
"I recently celebrated my 30 year anniversary 
with Spartan and am proud to say I have enjoyed 
the journey enormously.  As a parent myself, and 
now a grandparent, I appreciate quality and great 
service from a company, and I count myself lucky 
to have been involved for so long with such a 
successful and high quality company as Spartan. 
I have watched it grow and diversify, take risks, 
seen wins and losses with bold decisions about 
stock lines, and suppliers, and currency, and 
staffing, and customers.  Every day is a challenge, 
and every day I leave the office with a sense of 
satisfaction for the culture we have built and for 
the integrity of our company, a thanks for the 
wonderful people I work with, a sense of gratitude 
for this job and for the opportunities it has given 

me, and a sense of pride in my own contribution."  
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Absolute Quality Guaranteed     
The Spartan Performance range of bags is manufactured to Spartan’s stringent protocols 

guaranteeing premium quality, strength and durability.  

Schoolproof®     
Our product styling, specification  and design are all carefully tested to ensure that each 

product meets the unique and challenging demands of daily school use. 

Product Warranty     
Spartan gives you the peace of mind that comes from a Limited Lifetime Manufacturing 

Warranty against faulty workmanship and materials on all Performance Backpacks and 

Senior/Jumbo Carry Bags.  Refer to pg 72 for full Warranty details. 

Ergonomic Design     
Our range of Performance bags leads the market in ergonomics.  Our backpacks are 

developed with functional design to provide comfort and support to the lumbar area.  

Our backpacks shift the stress off the body onto the backpack in a safe manner.

Performance Bag Fabric    
We use TUFFlite 420 D/PU backed nylon to comply with the strict EU REACH 

Standards and meet Spartan's high quality product requirements.

EU REACH Standards & Product Testing   
Spartan Performance backpack fabric complies with the strict EU REACH Standards. 

Strict quality control procedures ensure  that quality is controlled and consistent 

from concept to production.  (refer to pg 5)

Endorsed Products   
Some of our products have exclusive endorsements from either the Australian 

Physiotherapy Association (APA) or the Australian Chiropractors Association (ACA).  

The ACA, Spartan and Macquarie University (NSW) joined forces to research and 

develop the CHIROPAK®.  

The APA, Spartan and University of South Australia joined forces to research and 

develop the Primary PHYSIOPAK® III for primary students.

Availability All Year Round    
We hold a large amount of popular, unprinted stock at our Melbourne warehouse 

to ensure quick turnaround when you need it most.    

Logo Printing & Embroidery   
All schools receive free art set-up on all products.    

Colours    
Our Performance bag range is available in a selection of popular stock service colours 

as well as custom made.  Minimums apply to custom colours.

Colour Reference

Performance School Bags  
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Supporting your back

“Developing spines need support”

Back support
Growing bodies need proper care, support and protection.  The neck and spine need extra care when 

a student carries heavy weight in their backpacks to avoid  discomfort and injury.  The  proper size, 
adjustment and fitting of their backpacks is vital to reduce the risk of strain and injury,  and ensure 
a better day at school, every day.  Any damage done in these areas during childhood or adolescence 
can have lifelong consequences. 

Spartan enlisted the support of the Australian Physiotherapy Association and the Australian 
Chiropractors Association to help create and endorse our leading backpack designs.  It is just a 
part of our commitment to providing the best possible products and service to you,  your school 
and your students.  

Is the pack the correct size?
The pack should be no higher than the height of the user’s trunk.  Sit the user on a firm surface and 
measure between the base of the spine and the top of the shoulder. The pack should be no higher 
than this measurement.

Use the internal padded base
Ensure the fold down padded base is properly folded down and in position in the main compartment.  

This will add to the comfort and protection of the user’s back and reduce sagging, a contributing 
cause of discomfort.

Lighten the load
Research tells us to keep the loads carried in a backpack below 10% of the user’s body weight.  
This proves to be very difficult for students in Australian schools, so we must educate students
 of the need to only carry what they require.
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▫   Wear straps over both shoulders
▫   Keep the load close to your spine    
▫   Carry only what you need for the day
▫   Do not let it hang below your hips  or pull away from your body

Get the right fit!
Follow these 
steps...
When fitted correctly, your 
backpack will sit above your 
hips, close to your spine and
the weight distribution will be 
80% hips  / 20% shoulders.

1.   Ensure all zips are closed

2. Wear both shoulder straps 
 at all times

3.   Adjust the load compression  
 straps for a long walk

4.  Don't allow the pack to fall  
 below the hip level

5.  Use your waist strap to keep  
 the pack against your spine

6.  Always pack heaviest items 
 close to your spine

7.  Never carry more than 10% 
 of your body weight

Pack mid weight objects in 
the middle section

Pack light weight objects in 
the front section

Pack heaviest items against your 
spine & at the back of the bag

heaviest

mid weight

light weight

tips

HOW TO PACK  your   Spartan Backpack
Perform

ance



Sizes      

Medium     

W 30cm x D 16cm x H 34cm  
16 litres + pocket  (0.68kg)  

Large    
W 30cm x D 19cm x H 40cm  
23 litres + pocket  (0.76kg)  Ph

ys
io

pa
k®

III
Primary Physiopak® III
Code: PPAKIII

420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base

Features
Reversed zips
One main compartment with laptop pocket 
Lightweight moulded EVA foam padding reduces weight
Unique multi fit sliding waist belt mechanism
Adjustable waist belt
Contoured adjustable shoulder straps 
Single zip flat accessory pocket on side 
Mesh side drink bottle holder
Soft, supple piping 
Piping available in contrast colours 
Reflective strip for added safety 
Lightweight, black pick up loop

Colours
Standard:  Black, navy, royal, dk green, maroon 
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, petrol blue, choc brown & red

The design of this backpack is proven to minimise harmful 
postural response & significantly reduce associated 

back pain, neck pain & minor spinal injury.  

The original & the best
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Spartan's unique Primary PHYSIOPAK®III backpack is the only 
primary school bag in Australia developed with and endorsed 
by the Australian Physiotherapy Association  

An overloaded or incorrectly worn backpack can cause shoulder, neck and back pain in children, 
and become a major source of chronic pain. Stress put on the spine can cause children to lean 
too far forward and experience distortion of the natural curve, rolling their shoulders and 
causing a more rounded upper back.
 
The national chair of the Australian Physiotherapy Association Paediatric group, Julianne 
Pegler, recommends a backpack that weighs no more than 10 per cent of a child’s body weight. 
‘The backpack must fit the child; don’t buy a big pack to grow into,’ she says. ‘When sitting with 
the backpack on, the pack should not extend higher than the child’s shoulders.’
 
Julianne also recommends the following features when choosing a backpack for your child:
        •         wide shoulder straps that are comfortable and sit well on the shoulders
        •         waist strap to help transfer some of the load to the hips and pelvis
        •         a padded back support that allows the backpack to fit ‘snugly’ on the back.
 
The APA endorses a number of carefully selected products. Endorsement of any product or 
service only occurs after a set process involving rigorous scrutiny by relevant experts and 
detailed consideration of the following: The quality of the product, its utility, the best interests 
of physiotherapy patients and the general public, as well as the ethos of the company 
involved. As a result of this, you can be assured that APA endorsed products provide excellent 
quality, value and security. 
 
The APA recommends and endorses the Physiopak® for school-aged children to use as their 
main method of carrying items to and from school.

Scan using your smartphone or ipad for more 
information about the Primary Physiopak®III 

endorsement or refer to www.spartanss.com.au
or www.physiotherapy.asn.au

Australian Physiotherapy Association

Endorsement 

Unique multi-angled
waist belt

Laptop pocket Front pocket organiser

Perform
ance



 
   
Small          

W 30cm x D 18cm x H 40cm  
21 litres + pocket  (0.96kg)  

Medium    
W 32cm x D 19cm x H 46cm  
28 litres + pocket  (1.08kg)  

Large    
W 34cm x D 19cm x H 50cm  
32 litres + pocket  (1.16kg)  

Extra Large    
W 35cm x D 20cm x H 54cm   
38 litres + pocket  (1.26kg)  

This durable, functional and comfortable backpack is proven
to reduce the incidence and severity of neck and back

pain associated with the carriage of heavy loads.Ch
iro

pa
k®

Accept no imitation

Chiropak®
Code: CHIROPAK

420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base

Features
Reversed zips 
Padded back panel for extra spinal protection
Sternum & side compression straps
Mouldable internal spinal board for custom fit & to assist load distribution
Padded laptop pocket
Contoured adjustable shoulder straps
Mesh side drink bottle holder & black pick up loop
Unique multi fit sliding waist belt mechanism - Adjustable waist belt 
Front accessory pocket & two double zip main compartments 

Colours
Standard:  Black, navy, royal, dk green & maroon
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, petrol blue, choc brown & red

Sizes 

standard
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Padded laptop pocketMouldable / removable spinal 
board for custom fit

Double zip closure

Spartan School Collection 2022             15

Endorsement 
Australian Chiropractors Association

Scan using your smartphone or ipad for more 
information about the Chiropak® endorsement 

or refer to www.spartanss.com.au
or www.chiropractors.asn.au

Spartan's unique multi-purpose CHIROPAK® backpack is the 
only junior/senior school bag in Australia developed with and 
endorsed by the Australian Chiropractors Association  

The Australian Chiropractors Association (ACA) is a national organisation 

representing chiropractors in Australia.  The ACA promotes the highest standards 

of patient care and is guided by a strict code of ethics ensuring everyone can have 

confidence in an ACA chiropractor.

                                                                                            

The Committee members are highly experienced chiropractors who evaluate and 

make recommendations for the endorsement of products by ACA.

Endorsement by ACA indicates that the sample products exhibit good orthopaedic 

and ergonomic design.  The ACA together with Spartan and Macquarie University 

(NSW), joined forces to research and develop the Chiropak®.

ENDORSED

Perform
ance
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 Ergonomic Backpack

   
       
Medium     

W 30cm x D 16cm x H 37cm  
18 litres + pocket  (0.78kg)    
Large    
W 31cm x D 19cm x H 43cm  
25 litres + pocket  (0.86kg)  

Unopak
Code: UNOPAK

420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base

Features
One main compartment with padded laptop pocket
Contoured adjustable shoulder straps for comfort & correct positioning
Single zip flat accessory pocket on side for easy accessibility
Soft, supple piping & black pick up loop
Mesh side drink bottle holder & reflective strips for high visibility
Reversed zips 
Adjustable waist belt
Sturdy D-ring for hanging keys, etc
Heavy duty, durable fabrics

Colours
Standard:  Black, navy, royal, dk green, maroon, red, choc brown, slate & bright royal
Custom:  Purple, ink navy, dk navy & petrol blue 
*Standard colours available with contrast piping

Sizes 

Padded laptop pocketOne main compartment
for easy access

Double zip closure

standard
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 Ergonomic BackpackAiropak
Code: AIROPAK

420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base

Side
compression straps

Padded laptop
pocket

Front pocket
organiser

      
Extra Small     

W 30cm x D 19cm x H 40cm  
23 litres + 2 pockets  (0.74kg) 

Small    
W 32cm x D 20cm x H 44cm  
28 litres + 2 pockets  (0.84kg)  

Medium    
W 33cm x D 22cm x H 48cm  
35 litres + 2 pockets  (0.88kg)     

Large    
W 33cm x D 24cm x H 50cm  
40 litres + 2 pockets  (0.92kg)  

Features
Reversed zips 
Ergonomic & easy to pack design
Two main compartments
Padded laptop pocket 
Detachable waist belt - Adjustable
Contoured adjustable shoulder straps 
Double zip compartments 
Mesh side drink bottle holder 
Black pick up loop

Colours
Standard:  Black, navy, royal, dk green, maroon , *choc brown & *ink navy
Custom:  Slate, dk navy, petrol blue & red
* Choc brown and ink navy available in large only

Sizes 

standard
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  Sizes         
Senior      

W 44cm x D 26cm x H 30cm   
34 litres + pocket  (0.90kg)     

Features
Main compartment with padded laptop pocket
Adjustable sash shoulder strap
Wide, easy access opening to main compartment  
Double zip closures
Reversed zips
Large front accessory pocket
Stylish, coloured & textured panels
Ideal for transporting essential school items between classes 
    
Colours
Black & navy 

All Purpose BagSashpak
Code: SASHPAK

420 Denier Nylon

Stylish contrast panelsAccessory pocket Double zip closure

standard
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  Sizes 
Medium    

W 32cm x D 20cm x H 45cm   
29 litres + pocket  (2.50kg)   
Large
W 32cm x D 25cm x H 53cm   
42 litres + pocket  (2.70kg)  
  

Features
Reversed zips 
Two stage retractable aluminium handle    
Two compartments plus front accessory pocket  
Padded laptop pocket
Drink bottle holder 
    
Colours
Standard: Black, navy, maroon, royal & dk green 
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, petrol blue, choc brown & red

*  Please refer to Warranty Information on page 74 for Spartan disclaimer & conditions
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Trolley Bag Trolley Bag 'B'
Code: TROLLEYB

420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base

Double zip closuresSmooth track rollers Retractable comfort handle

Spartan School Supplies

TUFFlite logo
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  Sizes 
One Size   
W 41cm x D 8cm x H 31cm 
(0.46kg)  

Spartan School Collection 2022 20

All Purpose Bag 

Features
Padded laptop pocket with velcro closure
Divided main compartments 
Large front accessory pocket
Detachable adjustable shoulder strap
Shoulder strap with comfort pad
Reversed double zip closure on main compartment and accessory pocket 
Identification name patch
Ideal for transporting essential school items between classes 
    
Colours
Standard:  Black & navy
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, royal, petrol blue, dk green, choc brown, maroon & red 
(Minimum order 300 per size for Custom make & can be taken over 2 seasons)

Tech Satchel
Code: TECHSAT

420 Denier Nylon

Name PatchDetachable shoulder strap Double zip closure
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Sizes  
Small   

W 29cm x D 17cm x H 46cm 
23 litres  (0.46kg)  

Spartan School Collection 2022              21

Features
Padded internal fold down base
Main compartment with padded laptop pocket
Wide, easy access opening to main compartment   
Padded shoulder straps
Reversed zips with double zip closures
Front accessory pocket
High visibility silver reflective strip
Stylish light grey contrast lining
Lightweight
    
Colours
Standard:  Black & navy (with reflective strip) 
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, royal, petrol blue, dk green, choc brown, maroon & red 
(Minimum order 300 per size for Custom make & can be taken over 2 seasons)  

All Purpose Bag Pod Pak
Code: PODPAK

420 Denier Nylon

Contrast liningReflective strip Double zip closure
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  Sizes
Small   
W 51cm x D 23cm x H 23cm 
27 litres incl. pkt  (0.72kg) 

Large
W 54cm x D 28cm x H 28cm 
42 litres  incl. pkt  (0.84kg) 

Extra Large
W 57cm x D 32cm x H 32cm 
58 litres incl. pkt  (0.98kg) 

   
Sizes 
One Size   
W 51cm x D 23cm x H 23cm 
27 litres incl. pkts  (0.54kg) 

Spartan School Collection 202222

Sports Bags

Olympic II
Code: OLYMPICII

420 Denier Nylon

Features
Reversed zips      One main compartment with double zip closure
Mesh double drink bottle holder   Large end pocket with mesh & internal wet pouch

Colours
Standard:  Black, navy, *royal, *dk green & *maroon       
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, petrol blue, choc brown & red
* Royal, dk green & maroon available in S & L only - XL can be ordered in these colours as a Custom make

Kitbag
Code: KITBAG

420 Denier Nylon

Features
Reversed zips 
Detachable, adjustable shoulder strap with pad 
Two large end pockets & long carry handles  
Soft, supple piping

Colours
Standard:  Black, navy, royal, dk green & maroon
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, petrol blue, choc brown & red

standard

standard
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Sizes 
One Size   
W 41cm x H 48cm

   
Sizes 
One Size    
W 27cm x D 19cm x H 52cm 
27 litres    
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Sports Bags

Gearsak
Code: GEARSAK

420 Denier Nylon

Features
Reversed zip 
Easy to open and close thick padded black draw cord 
Padded mesh on reverse for comfort when wearing 
Ideal for sportswear & wet items of clothing  

  
Colours
Standard:  Black, dk green, navy, royal & maroon
Custom:  Slate, ink navy, dk navy, petrol blue, choc brown & red

Havasak
Code: HAVASAK

420 Denier Nylon

Features
Reversed zip 
Lightweight, shower-proof & front zip pocket 
Easy draw closure with continuous webbing to form shoulder straps
Ideal for sportswear & wet items of clothing

Colours
Standard:  Black, slate, ink navy, navy, royal, dk green, choc brown, maroon & red         
Custom: Dk navy & petrol blue  

standardstandard

Spartan School Supplies

TUFFlite logo

Created 11.9.14
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Paul Davidson
Operations Manager

27 years
"I have to say, my 27 years at Spartan has flown 
by very quickly.  I have made lifelong friends and 
have enjoyed cultivating a friendly, customer 
focused culture amongst office and warehouse 
staff.  I have also built strong relationships 
with many of our long term customers, and the 
loyalty that comes from these relationships 
is very rewarding.  Spartan has given me many 
opportunities and allowed me to use my skills 
to the best of my ability.  I can happily look back 
on my years here, and be thankful that I have 
contributed to a strong, successful and high 

quality company."
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@ttitude® School Bags  
Value for Money and Quality Guaranteed      
The @ttitude® range of school bags is designed to offer outstanding value for 

money without compromising on quality.  Our bags are produced to our exacting 

high standards whilst achieving competitive pricing.  

Our range consists of backpacks, sports bags and the laptop carry case.  

Each bag is backed with Spartan’s unique industry experience, knowledge 

and service. The @ttitude® range is an unbeatable choice for the 

budget conscious.

Product Warranty     
To support your purchase selection, Spartan now provides a Limited Three Year 

Manufacturing Warranty against faulty workmanship and materials on all @ttitude® 

backpacks and a Limited One Year Manufacturing Warranty on all other @ttitude® 

products.   Refer to pg 72 for full Warranty details.  

Ergonomic Features     
Our backpacks are developed with functional features to provide comfort and 

support to the lumbar area.  Our backpacks shift the stress off the body onto the 

backpack in a safe manner.

Product Testing   
Quality control procedures ensure quality is controlled and consistent from 

concept to production, order after order.  

Availability All Year Round    
We hold unprinted bag stock at our Melbourne warehouse.  It is fast and easy to arrange 

application of your school logo in our on-site print shop, and to despatch to your school to 

ensure quick turnaround when you need it most.    

Logo Printing & Embroidery   
All schools receive free artwork set-up for printing or embroidery regardless of the 

complexity of your logo requirements.   

Spartan only uses the best quality inks for a premium quality print on our products.  

Our professional in-house design, frame making and printing department guarantees 

quality control and rapid response times. 

Most of our @ttitude® range can be embroidered, prices vary, please enquire for 

up to date pricing information.  

Colours    
Our @ttitude® bag range is available in a selection of popular stock service colours.  

* MAROON fabric is not available in new PVC Free fabric.

Colour Reference
NEW Stylish Black Zip TabsNEW LOOK PVC Free 
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Sizes
Medium 
W 30cm x D 16cm x H 34cm
16 litres + pocket
 
Large    
W 30cm x D 19cm x H 40cm 
23 litres + pocket 

    
Sizes 
Medium   
W 33cm x D 20cm x H 46cm 
30 litres + pocket 

Large    
W 35cm x D 23cm x H 50cm 
40 litres + pocket 
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@ttitude®  

Primary Pak
Code: PRIMPAK

NEW Polyester Fabric, PVC Free 

Features
Main compartment with internal Velcro divider
Single zip accessory pocket on top & side
Reflective strip for high visibility
Padded back panel with contoured adjustable shoulder straps

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green & maroon*  (Black & royal unavailable in Medium)
* Maroon - 420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base

Standard Discovery
Code: STDISC

NEW Polyester Fabric, PVC Free  

Features   
Laptop pocket & side compression straps
Lightweight EVA back panel
Front accessory pocket  
Mesh side drink bottle holder

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green & maroon*
* Maroon - 420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base 
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Sizes 
One Size  
W 27cm x D 19cm x H 52cm 
27 litres  

    
Sizes 
One Size    
W 51cm x D 23cm x H 23cm 
27 litres incl. pkts 
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@ttitude®  

Duffle Bag     
Code: DUFFLEBAG

380 Denier Nylon

Features
Cylindrical main compartment
Lightweight & shower-proof
Easy draw closure using lightweight webbing shoulder straps
Accessory pocket

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green & maroon

Standard Sports     
Code: STDSPORT

NEW Polyester Fabric, PVC Free 

Features
NEW Stylish black zip tabs
One main compartment
Two end pockets, one with mesh & internal wet pouch  
Single zip closure to main compartment and end pockets
Detachable shoulder strap

Colours
Navy & dk green
* Maroon - 420 Denier Nylon, 1000 Denier base 
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Custom Make Products

Absolute Quality Guaranteed     
Spartan offers a comprehensive range of products.  However, sometimes you may 

want a specific product that will meet your needs perfectly.  Or maybe you just want 

to stand out from the crowd with a design that is unique and functional.  With over 35 

years experience in product design and manufacture we are able to offer the service 

of Custom Make products to our customers. 

Product Development & Design
With guidance from your local sales representative or our support team, our in house 

product development team can assist with your design requirements and provide a 

product that meets your needs whilst maintaining Spartan's high standard of quality 

and durability.

The Options
Creating a customised product can be done several ways.  Most commonly, we use one 

of our current designs and simply change specific elements on that product to suit our 

customers requirements. 

 For example:

-    Contrast fabric colours / panelling

-    Contrast piping 

-    Contrast webbing 

-    Contrast zips

If these options still don't fulfil your requirements, we can work with you to 

create a design that will.  We can also dye fabric to a specific colour, if it is not

in our standard range of colours.  

Minimums
As Custom Make products are generally only designed for one customer, these 

orders will attract a minimum order quantity of 300 per style and/or colour and/or 

size.  Your sales representative will be able to assist you with this information.

Delivery & Pricing
Delivery & pricing will vary, depending on your design requirements.  

Please contact your sales representative for more information.
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Unique designs

Specialised 
products

Functionality

OLYMPIC II

CHIROPAK®

OLYMPIC II

OLYMPIC II GEARSAK

PHYSIOPAK 10

PRIMARY
PHYSIOPAK® III

CHIROPAK®

COMBO SPORTS BAG

PHYSIOPAK 10

LIBRARY FOLIO

KITBAG

EXCURSION
BAG

COMBO
SPORTS BAG

POD
PAK

ADAPT
SPORTSPAK

Custom
 M

ake



James Marshman
Business Development 
Manager

24 years
"Not long after joining the small Spartan team 
in 1998 I realised I had landed at a wonderful 
company.  One that valued family, integrity, 
inclusiveness, and customer service.   As 
the company has grown, I’ve worked in many 
varying roles, but the culture of the place 
has not changed.  I am ever so grateful to my 
colleagues for making work so enjoyable, 
the support provided by our owners and the 
support of our customers.  I love my family at 
home, and I love my Spartan family."
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Accessories  
Quality Products     
Spartan offers a large range of must have practical and multi-purpose accessories 

supported by our dedication to quality and performance.

Our range of Accessories include...

A great variety of folios & satchel bags for juniors and seniors
Added features include Velcro closures, backed nylon for extra strength, identification pocket 

window and a great range of colours.

A selection of multi-purpose bags
Fantastic for a variety of uses such as library books, shoes and boots, swimming gear 

and excursions.

So many pencil cases to choose from... 
Small, medium, large and extra large cases in a variety of shapes can be used for all sorts 

of gadgets, not just pencils!  

Multi-purpose accessories and chairbags
Keep clean with our easy wash art smock and store your books and gadgets in our great 

range of chair bags that fit the back of a chair.

Schoolproof®     
Our product styling, specification  and design are all carefully tested to ensure that 

each product meets the unique and challenging demands of daily school use. 

Availability All Year Round    
We hold a large quantity of our popular accessories that can be printed for fast and 

prompt delivery.  

Logo Printing - Proven to Last
All schools receive free art set-up on all products regardless of the complexity of 

your logo requirements.    

Colours    
Our Accessories range is available in a selection of popular stock service colours as 

well as some custom made.  Minimums apply to custom colours.
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Sizes 
One Size W 36cm x H 28cm with 3.5cm gusset

Sizes
One Size W 36cm x H 28cm with 3.5cm gusset

Sizes 
One Size W 36cm x H 28cm
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Book Folio
Code: BFOLIOSTR

420 Denier Nylon

Features
Velcro closure & zip back pocket
Reinforced webbing carry handle
Identification pocket window
Detachable, adjustable shoulder strap

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green, maroon & red

Budget Book Folio
Code: BUDGBF

70 Denier Nylon

Features
Lightweight
Velcro closure 
Webbing carry handle
Identification pocket window

Colours
Black, navy, bright royal, dk green, maroon, bright red, gold, teal, lime, 
purple, orange & pink  

Library Folio
Code: LIBFOLIO

 70 Denier Nylon

Features
Lightweight
Velcro closure & webbing carry handle
Reinforced corners 
Identification pocket window

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green, teal, lime, purple, pink, maroon, red, 
orange & gold

Folios



Sizes 
One Size W 36cm x D 10cm x H 27cm 

Sizes 
One Size W 38cm x H 48cm

Sizes 
One Size W 38cm x H 48cm
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Senior Book Satchel
Code:  BSATCHSEN

420 Denier Nylon

Features
Lightweight & shower proof
Discreet flat zip pocket for smaller items
Velcro closure & webbing carry handle
Printed name patch on back

Colours
Black & navy  

Multi Purpose Bags

Boot / Library / Swimbag
Code: BOOTBAG

Microfibre

Features
NEW Easy open/close drawstring
Dual action drawstring 
Durable, lightweight & shower-proof
Long drawstring for shoulder carry

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green, maroon, bright red & gold

Excursion Bag
Code: BUDGEXBAG

210 Denier Nylon

Features
Velcro closure 
Drawstring opening 
Fluoro reflectors 
Identification pocket window

Colours
Black, navy, bright royal, dk green, maroon & bright red  

New &
Improved

New &
Improved

New &
Improved

New &
Improved
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Improved

New &
Improved
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Improved
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Improved
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Improved

Improved
Design

REDUCED
Price!
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Anti-pill

fabric

NEW
  Fabric*

NEW Black taffeta channel 
for easier opening & closing

Accessories



Sizes 
Medium W 33cm x H 19cm          front pkt  W 33cm x H 13cm 

Extra Large W 40cm x H 27cm         front pkt  W 40cm x H 18cm 

Sizes
One Size W 39cm x H 20cm
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Pencil Cases

M & XL Pencil Cases
Code: PCASEM & PCASEXL

420 Denier Nylon

Features
Durable fabric
Two compartments with hard wearing zips
USB zip pocket inside
Front pocket

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green, red & maroon  (Purple available in XL only) 

Budget Pencil Case
Code: PCASE70D+NP

70 Denier Nylon

Features
Bright and school colours
Lightweight & shower-proof
Accommodates a 30cm ruler
Printed name patch

Colours
Black, navy,  bright royal, dk green, emerald, purple, maroon, 
bright red, pink & gold



Sizes
One Size W 36cm x H 34cm

Sizes 
One Size W 20cm x D 11cm x H 24cm
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Multi Purpose Accessories

Lunch Order Bag
Code: LUNCHBAG

Non-woven Polypropylene

Features
Velcro closing lid 
Velcro closing ordering window 
Folds flat when not in use

Colours
Bright red, bright royal, emerald, pink & purple

Calico Book Bag
Code: BUDGCALBB

Calico fabric

Features
One deep pocket for storage
Can be decorated
Shoulder strap

 
Colours
Natural calico

Sizes
One Size W 35cm x H 24cm

See Through Zip Folio - A4
Code: STFOLIO

Meshlite

Features
Durable & multi purpose
Clear see through visibility
Handy A4 size

Colours
Clear

Accessories



Sizes 
One Size W 54cm x H 27cm

Sizes 
One Size W 46.5cm x D 2.5cm x H 31cm
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31cm 27cm

Chair Bags

Nylon Chair Bag
Code: NYLONCB

420 Denier Nylon

Features
One large compartment
Screen printed name patch
Adjustable Velcro to fit back of chair

Colours
Black, navy, *bright royal, dk green, maroon & *bright red
* Bright royal & bright red are 70 Denier

Denim Chair Bag
Code: DENIMCB

Denim fabric 

Features
Durable fabric
One large compartment
Elastic opening to secure pocket items

Colours
Denim blue



Sizes
XS  (3-4 yrs)      S  (5-6 yrs)      M  (7-9 yrs)      L  (10-12 yrs)  
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Art Smock
Code: ART-SMOCK

Water & paint resistant Nylon

Features
Soft stretchable knitted neck
Velcro adjustable sleeves 
Folds into itself to create carry bag
Black webbing carry handle

Colours
Navy, bright royal, dk green, emerald
maroon, bright red, purple, pink & yellow

Accessories
Accessories
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Melissa Oakley
Art Department Manager

29 years
"When I reflect on my time at Spartan I can 
honestly say that what stands out for me is 
the unique culture of the company, along with 
producing high end quality products with 
a superior customer support service that 
is second to none.  Personally, I have been 
afforded many opportunities, both rewarding 
and challenging, for growth within the 
company and have always felt supported by 
my fellow colleagues and management.  In the 
art department specifically, I have gone from 
creating school emblems with cut and paste 
letters and ink on paper, to the newest of 
computer technology in creating our artwork.  
The journey has been amazing so far and I look 
forward to seeing where Spartan goes next."
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Premium Quality Socks & Hosiery   
Spartan offers a comprehensive range of socks and hosiery to suit most school needs.  

Our products are manufactured to the highest quality standards, ensuring high 

performance,comfort and durability.  We use premium quality yarns so our 

products last longer, wear well, look and feel great.  

Our Socks Feature:
▫    Premium quality combed cotton - a smoother yarn with long wearing characteristics

▫    Higher cotton content for superior quality

▫    Nylon and elastane are blended with cotton to maintain great shape and fit

▫    Nylon reinforced heel and toe adds extra strength and durability

▫    Ventilated knitted mesh panel allows additional breathability  (stock service only)

▫    Size knitted in sole for easy identification and pairing  (stock service only)

Our Hosiery Features:
▫    Popular cotton blend and nylon styles 

▫    Knitted mesh body for comfort and wearability

▫    Nylon reinforced toes for extra strength and durability 

▫    Cotton blend tights are made with flat smooth seams for added comfort 

▫    Comfortable waist with generous elastic width

▫    Breathable hygienic cotton/poly gusset

▫    Firm fit construction prevents sag

Colours
Our sock and hosiery range is available in a selection of popular stock service colours 

as well as custom made.  Minimums apply.  (refer to pg 43)

Spartan stock service socks are protected by our own Fresh Feet® technology.  

This effective microbe shield protects against:

▫    Odour-causing bacteria

▫    Mould, mildew and contaminating fungus  

The Fresh Feet® shield is integrated into our socks as a key part of the manufacturing 

process and lasts as long as the socks themselves.  Instead of leaving the surface like

other antimicrobials,  Fresh Feet® protects feet for the life of the sock.

Custom Design Socks
We offer a wide range of fine gauge styles and we custom make to meet 

your school’s requirements.  Minimums apply.  (refer to pg 43)

Availability All Year Round    
We hold a large amount of popular stock ready for despatch to ensure quick turnaround 

when you need it most.  

Socks & Hosiery  

Colour Reference
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Leg length and designed fit description

1 Knee high   Leg coverage to just below the knee

2 Crew   Leg length provides coverage to half way
 up the leg, just below the largest part of the calf

3 Mid crew   Leg length extends half way up the calf  
 (mid calf) and is slightly shorter than crew height

4 Anklet / Quarter crew   Leg length is designed 
 to cover the ankle bone and extends almost 1/3 
 of the way up the largest part of the calf

5 Low cut / Trainer liner / Ped   Leg length is
  very short, and sits in line with the shoe, it is 
 not very noticeable

Sock Lengths

1

2

3
4

5

1  Knee High   Leg coverage to just below the knee

2  Crew    Leg length provides coverage to 1/2 way up the leg, just below the largest part of the calf

3  Mid Crew    Leg length extends 1/2 way up the mid calf and is slightly shorter than crew height

4  Anklet / Quarter Crew     Leg length is designed to cover the ankle bone 

5  Low Cut / Trainer Liner / Ped     Leg length is very short, and sits in line with the shoe

Sock Lengths      Leg length and designed fit description
1

2

3
4

5

Socks &
 Hosiery



Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14
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TWIN
PACK

Stock Service  Everyday Socks 

Cotton Rich Anklet
Code: PCA2

Cotton/Elastane

Features
Premium core spun cotton
Ribbed turn over top
Reinforced heel & toe
Vent panel & self colour monogrammed size

Colours
Grey, navy, saxe blue, forest & whiteTerry Foot

for comfort and durability

Flat Knit
for style and wearability

Spartan socks,Spartan socks,
featuring...featuring...

Knitted sizing
in contrast colour for easy identification

Twin Packs
in selected styles TWIN

pack
TWIN

pack
TWIN

pack
TWIN

pack

TWIN
packTWIN

pack
TWIN

pack
TWIN

pack

TWIN
pack

TWIN
pack

TWIN
pack

TWIN
pack

TWIN
packTWIN

pack
TWIN

pack
TWIN

pack

Antimicrobial treatment - protecting your feet
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TWIN
pack

TWIN
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TWIN
packTWIN
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TWIN
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TWIN
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Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14
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Stock Service  Everyday Socks 

Edumax
Code: EDUMAX2

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane

Features
Flat knit  
Mid calf crew
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
1/2 terry foot with knitted size on the sole

Colours
Black, navy, grey, forest & white 

Knee High 
Code: CNKH2

Cotton/Nylon

Features
Ribbed knit knee high
Additional elastane at cuff
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
Vent panel & self colour monogrammed size
 
Colours
Navy

Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14

Sizes
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14

Edumid Anklet
Code: EDUMID2

Cotton/Nylon

Features
Flat knit  
Mid length anklet
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
1/2 terry foot with knitted size on the sole

Colours
Grey, navy, forest & white

Antimicrobial treatment - protecting your feet

TWIN
pack

TWIN
pack

TWIN
pack

TWIN
pack

TWIN
packTWIN

pack
TWIN

pack
TWIN

pack

Socks &
 Hosiery
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Stock Service  Sport Socks 

Dynamic 1/4  Sport   
Code: DYNAMIC2

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane

Features
1/4 length sport with cushion sole
Reinforced heel & toe  
Upper foot mesh panelling 
Arch support & knitted size on sole
 
Colours
White/navy,    white/forest,    white/maroon  &
plain white (no stripes) with grey marle sole   

Coolmax Sport 
Code: COOLMAX

Coolmax/Nylon/Elastane

Features
Cushion sole
Performance moisture wicking yarn
Reinforced heel & toe , knitted size on sole
Upper foot mesh panelling & arch support
 
Colours
White with grey marle sole

Lowcut Sport 
Code: IPEDSOCK

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane

Features
Low Cut sport
Fully cushioned 
Reinforced heel & toe
Knitted size on sole
 
Colours
White

Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14
 

Sizes
Shoe 9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14 
 

Sizes
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14 
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Hosiery

Cotton Nylon Tight                                          
Code: CNEKT

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane

Features
Thick construction with flat smooth seams
Firm fit, anti-sag 
Polyester cotton gusset 
Nylon reinforced toes

Colours
Navy       

Opaque Tight
Code: OPTIGHT

70 Denier Nylon/Elastane

Features
Firm fit, anti-sag
Generous elastic width at waist
Polyester cotton gusset
Nylon reinforced toes

Colours
Black, bottle, dk grey, navy & grey*   (*ladies sizes only)

Sizes  
Girls   3-5 yrs,   4-6 yrs,   7-9 yrs,   10-12 yrs,    Small
                 

Cotton Elastane Tight
Code: CEKT

Cotton/Elastane

Features
Medium construction with flat smooth seams
Firm fit, anti-sag 
Polyester cotton gusset 
Nylon reinforced toes

Colours
Navy

Sizes  
Ladies      Small,    Average,    Tall,    XTall,    XXTall                
                          

Sizes  
Girls             3-5 yrs,   6-9 yrs,   10-12 yrs

Ladies        Small,    Average,    Tall,    XTall,    XXTall             
                              

M inim um s. . .M inim um s. . .
LOCAL CUSTOM MADE SOCKS 
Minimum order quantity - List orders    
Everyday socks:     120 prs per order/60 per size
Thinskins:                    120 prs per order/24 per size           
Sports socks:           100 prs per order/24 per size

Minimum order quantity - Indent orders 
300 pairs per style/colour

Delivery - List orders
12 weeks from approval of sample

Delivery - Indent orders
For indent orders placed before June 30th 2022
delivery will be from October 1st 2022 to 
February 28th 2023.

IMPORT CUSTOM MADE SOCKS
treatment,  air mesh panels 

and knitted size are available on import custom 
made socks.

Minimum order quantity    
600 pairs per style (no minimum per size) 
Hold conditions apply.

Delivery - List orders  
6 months from approval of sample.

Delivery - Indent orders
For indent orders placed before May 31st 2022
delivery will be 6 months from order placement. 

Standard hold stock conditions apply    
A minimum 50% of order must be delivered  up front.  
The balance can be held for up to 12 months from 
date of first delivery.  (Minimum 72 pairs for call off)

If the order is an INDENT order, 10% discount 
will apply to the entire order, regardless of 
when it is delivered.

Refers to products on pages 44 & 45

Socks &
 Hosiery
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Custom Made  Everyday & Football Socks

Striped Anklet 
Code: CNAS

Cotton/Nylon

Features
Ribbed turn over top with stripes
Reinforced heel & toe
Easy fit heel
Half or full cushion/terry option

Colours
Assorted colours available

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Striped Knee High
Code: CNKHS

Cotton/Nylon

Features
Ribbed cuff knee high
Additional elastane at cuff
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
Half or full cushion/terry option

Colours
Assorted colours available 

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Striped Knee High - without
Code: CNKHS1                                                       Turnover
Cotton/Nylon

Features
Ribbed knee high
Additional elastane at cuff
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
Half or full cushion/terry option

Colours
Assorted colours available

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Thinskins
Code: WAFBS-AS

Nylon/Cotton/Elastane

Features
Striped knee high with turn over cuff
Nylon leg & cotton foot with moisture wicking properties
Mild compression & arch support
Half or full cushion/terry option

Colours
Assorted colours available

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing. 

Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing. 

Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  11-14

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing. 

Sizes 
Shoe   9-2 (S),   2-7 (M),   7-11 (L),   12-14 (XL)

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing. 



Sizes 
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  12-14

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing.

Sizes
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  12-14

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing.

Sizes
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  12-14

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing.

Sizes
Shoe 5-8,  9-12,  13-3,  2-8,  7-11,  12-14

Please contact our support team 
for design options & pricing.
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Custom Made  Sport Socks

Lowcut Sport 
Code: PED

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane 

Features
Low cut sport
Fine gauge knit
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
Half or full cushion/terry option
 
Colours
Assorted colours available

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Qtr Sport
Code: QUARTER

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane

Features
1/4 length sport
Fine gauge knit
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
Half or full cushion/terry option

 
Colours
Assorted colours available

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Mid Sport
Code: MID

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane

Features
Mid length sport
Fine gauge knit
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
Half or full cushion/terry option

Colours
Assorted colours available

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Sports Crew
Code: CREW

Cotton/Nylon/Elastane

Features
Crew length sport
Fine gauge knit
Reinforced heel & toe with easy fit heel
Half or full cushion/terry option

Colours
Assorted colours available

*  Minimums apply - refer to page 43

Socks &
 Hosiery
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Shane Griggs
Customer Support

26 years
"I began life at Spartan in what seems like a lifetime 
ago now, but have never looked back.  I recall my 
first day walking in to unknown territory, for me 
(having been an Industrial Chemist previously), with 
great fondness.  Instantly feeling very comfortable 
in my new situation, I began to develop many new 
working relationships with many of our customers.  
The journey was not always a smooth path, with 
many highs and lows along the way, but I guess that 
is what makes for a successful progression through 
life, learning valuable lessons as you go.  Enduring 
full support from all colleagues on every level has 
truly made my time with Spartan something I can 
be proud of.  WIth its true family values and an 
ever-growing desire to achieve great relationships 
with all staff and customers alike, Spartan is the 
right company for me to be included as a member."
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Quality Guaranteed      
Spartan offers a comprehensive range of everyday and formal hats with performance, 

protection and comfort our goal.   As with all our products, we use premium materials 

to make our hats so they last longer, wear well, look and feel great. 

Our range of hats include...

New generation Hybrid Hat 
A shape that looks great and is Sun Smart, fabric is light and cool.

Adjustable Bucket Hat 
A popular Sun Smart style that is worn at school and everywhere else!

Reversible Adjustable Bucket Hat 
A versatile Sun Smart hat that can have two roles.  Uniform colours one side

and house team colours on the reverse.

Our most popular Slouch hat 
Our most popular hat for all ages, and offers great Sun Smart protection.  

Now available in cool Microfibre.

Caps galore!  
Two great shapes - the legionnaire and baseball style cap made in a choice of 

polyester cotton or a wool blend. 

Quality Polypropylene Formal hats
Two popular styles - Katy and Pollyanna.  Beautiful quality and attention to 

detail with custom made hat bands.

Winter Accessories
Keep warm and cosy with our easy care polar fleece scarf, beanie and gloves.

Headwear & Winter Accessories

Protection from the Sun    
Excellent UPF Protection 50+ complies with SunSmart hat guidelines    
Sun protection is required in Australia due to the harmful ultraviolet (UV) radiation levels.  

To protect yourself from the harmful sun the Cancer Council and SunSmart recommend 

to wear a hat that protects your face, head, neck and ears to minimise the risk of eye 

damage, sunburn and ultimately reduce your skin cancer risk.

Spartan has developed a range of hats with sun protection as the key objective and as 

recommended by the Cancer Council and SunSmart.

 Hat guidelines include: 
▫ Broad brimmed hats must have a minimum brim of 7.5cm  (Spartan specify = 8cm)

▫ Bucket hat with a deep crown and minimum brim of 6cm  (Spartan specify = 7cm) 

▫ Legionnaire hat must have the flap covering the neck.  The side flap and front   

 peak must meet to protect the side of the face. 

Logo Printing & Embroidery
All schools receive free artwork set-up on all products.  Most of our products can 

be embroidered.  

Availability All Year Round    
We hold a large amount of popular, unprinted stock at our Melbourne warehouse to 

ensure quick turnaround when you need it most. 

 
Colours     
Our Headwear range is available in a selection of popular stock service colours 

as well as custom made.  Minimums apply to custom colours.

All hats come with an internal printed name tag
 

Colour Reference
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Sizes 
S 55cm      M 57cm      L 59cm      XL 61cm

Sizes 
XS 53cm     S 55cm     M 57cm     L 59cm     XL 61cm
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Headwear  Everyday

Adjustable Microfibre Hybrid Hat
Code: HYBRID

Microfibre

Features
6cm sides with 8cm front & back brim meets 
Cancer Council & SunSmart requirements
Stitched brim & internal crown lining
Ventilation air-holes & spring loaded toggle

Colours
Black, navy, royal, dk green, maroon & red 

Adjustable Bucket Hat
Code: BUCHATADJ

Poly Cotton 

Features
7cm wide brim meets Cancer Council & SunSmart requirements
Up to 2 cm adjustable crown cord  
Stitched brim & ventilation air-holes
Spring loaded toggle

Colours
Black, navy, royal, sky, dk green, maroon, gold  &  red              
Contrast piping colours available

Reversible Adjustable Bucket Hat
Code: BUCHATREV

Microfibre outside / Poly Cotton inside

Features
Reversible with contrast colours and fabric- ideal for house teams
Hidden pocket with label and name tag
7cm wide brim meets Cancer Council & SunSmart requirements
Ventilation air-holes & spring loaded toggle 

Colours
Navy or Royal microfibre outside with matching trim  
Inside colours: Gold, red, royal, jade, sky, navy, emerald, purple, orange, teal & *white                                                             
                                                     *White only available in navy microfibre

Sizes 
S 55cm     M 57cm     L 59cm     XL 61cm 



Sizes 
S 55cm     M 57cm     L 59cm     XL 61cm 
 

Sizes 
XS 53cm     S 55cm     M 57cm     L 59cm     XL 61cm
 

Sizes  
S 55cm     M 57cm     L 59cm     XL 61cm
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Headwear  Everyday 

Microfibre Slouch Hat
Code:  MFSLOUCH 

Microfibre

Features
8cm wide brim meets Cancer Council & SunSmart requirements
Anti-sag brim

Internal elastic headband for comfort and a secure fit

Printed name patch inside peak of hat 

Colours
Navy, royal, dk green & maroon 

Slouch Hat
Code: SLOUCH 

Poly Cotton

Features
8cm wide brim meets Cancer Council & SunSmart requirements
Anti-sag brim

Internal elastic headband for comfort and a secure fit

Printed name patch inside peak of hat

Colours
Black, navy, royal, sky, dk green, maroon, red, gold & white with 
green under brim

Adjustable Surf Hat
Code: SURFHAT 

Microfibre

Features
8cm wide brim meets Cancer Council & SunSmart requirements
Floppy brim

Spring loaded toggle

Printed name patch inside peak of hat

Colours
Navy only

Headw
ear
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Headwear & Winter Accessories  

Polar Fleece - Scarf, Beanie & Gloves
Code: PFSCARF / PFBEANIE / PFGLOVE  

Polyester - 280gsm

Features
Polar fleece fabric Fringed edge scarf, 180 cm length  
Durable & lightweight Gloves with elasticated wrists 
Warm & soft Washable in cold water

Colours
Navy

Sizes 
Scarf   One Size Fits Most 
 
Beanie  Child & Adult 

Gloves  4-6,  7-10,  12-16  &  Adult 
 

Baseball Cap
Code: RP56CAP

Poly Cotton

Features
Easy, adjustable Velcro fitting at back
Unisex design 
Anti-sag PVC curved peak 
Anatomical fit

Colours
Navy, royal, dk green & maroon

Woolmix Baseball Cap
Code: RC2CAP

Wool Blend

Features
Easy, adjustable Velcro fastening at back
Unisex design 
Anti-sag PVC curved peak 
Stitched ventilation air-holes
 
Colours
Navy
Other colours available (Acrylic).  Please enquire 

Sizes 
One Size Fits Most
 

Sizes 
One Size Fits Most 
 

Legionnaire Cap
Code: LEGIONNAIRE 

Poly Cotton

Features
Easy, adjustable Velcro and elastic fitting at back 
Unisex design 
Anti-sag PVC curved peak 
Side & back flaps/cover
 
Colours
Navy, royal, sky, dk green, maroon, red, gold
& white

Sizes 
One Size Fits Most
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Pollyanna Polypropylene Hat
Code: PPHATS & PPHATD

Polypropylene, Spandex Cotton

Features
7cm brim width & 10cm crown depth 
Single or double brim
Durable & easy care   
Flexiband hat ribbon with sharp logo detail
Standard or elastic sweatband  
Matching or contrast edge binding

Standard colours
Black, navy, royal, bottle, cream, antique white & white

Katy Polypropylene Hat
Code: PKHATS & PKHATD

Polypropylene, Spandex Cotton 

Features
7.5cm - 8.5cm brim width & 10.5cm crown depth 
Single or double brim
Durable & easy care   
Flexiband  hat ribbon with sharp logo detail
Standard or elastic sweatband  
Matching or contrast edge binding

Standard colours
Black, navy, royal, bottle, cream, antique white & white

Sizes & Prices
Sizes X Small Small Medium Large X Large XX Large 
 52-53cm 54-55cm 56-57cm 58-59cm 60-61cm 62-63cm

                                                CUSTOM MAKE  -  Please contact our support team for hat braid colours and trim options, pricing and minimum order quantities. 

Formal Headwear

Ribbon & bow examples
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Katy

Crown Depth
10.5 cm

Brim Width
7.5 cm - 8.5 cm

Pollyanna

Crown Depth
10 cm

Brim Width
7 cm

Katy

Crown Depth
10.5 cm

Brim Width
7.5 cm - 8.5 cm

Pollyanna

Crown Depth
10 cm

Brim Width
7 cm

W
inter/
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Sizes 
TWIN pack - Child 4-6,   8-10,   12-14
 

TWIN pack - Adult Small,  Medium,  Large

Sportswear   

Premium Quality Guaranteed    
Get moving with our Sportswear range made for performance and comfort.  Made with 

premium quality fabrics, our Sportswear garments are practical, wear well, look and feel great.  

Our garments are made with a high grade 4-way stretch cotton elastane fabric.  
Features include:
▫    Fit construction is body hugging and the fabric moves with freedom during, pre and post work. 

▫    Styles are suitable for casual or active wear. 

▫    Cotton fabric assists in keeping you cool whilst you move faster, harder and stronger.

▫    Looks and feels great wash after wash. 

Availability All Year Round    
We hold a large amount of popular stock at our  Melbourne warehouse.   Products are available 

throughout  the year to ensure quick turnaround when you need it most.

 
Logo Embroidery      
Most of our product range can be embroidered, please enquire for up to date pricing information. 

All schools receive free embroidery set-up regardless of the complexity of your logo requirements. 

Colour Reference

Boyleg Brief      
Code: BRF02CEP

Cotton, Elastane

Features
Twin pack on hanger
Quality 4-way stretch fabric 
Comfortable elastic waistband
Double stitched hems

Colours
Black, navy & bottle
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Sizes
Child 4,  6,  8,  10,  12,  14

Adult Small,    Medium,    Large,    X Large 

Sizes 
Child 4,  6,  8,  10,  12,  14

Adult Small,    Medium,    Large

Sizes
Child 4*,  6,  8,  10,  12,  14

Adult Small,    Medium,    Large 
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*  Size 4 comes with easy drawstring

Skort
Code: CLSKORT

Cotton, Elastane

Features
Elastic waist skirt with side splits attached to bike short 
Fully combed quality cotton with elastane for comfort
Invisible zip pocket & comfortable elastic waistband
Double stitched hems

Colours
Navy, bottle, royal & black  

Bike Short     
Code: CLBS2

Cotton, Elastane

Features
Mid thigh length
Comfortable elastic waistband
Double stitched hems
Quality 4-way stretch fabric

Colours
Black, navy & bottle

Sportswear

Leggings   
Code: LEG01CEP 

Cotton, Elastane

Features
Body hugging fit with movement and freedom 
Full leg length in quality 4-way stretch fabric
Comfortable elastic waistband
Double stitched hems

Colours
Black & navy Sportsw

ear
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Andrew Smart
Finished Artist

20 years
"It didn't take too long for me to realise Spartan 
wasn't your average company.  Having started 
packing bags in the warehouse, I then moved 
on to hat and clothing printing and was also 
responsible for screen making.  I was then lucky 
enough to be given the opportunity be involved 
in the Art Department as a Finished Artist, which 
was my ultimate goal, and I haven’t looked back.  
Working at Spartan for me is very satisfying and 
rewarding due to the amazing work ethic and 
culture set up by the managers of Spartan and 
the Dodge family."



Clothing

BOY'S               
sizing & measurements   Child       Adult
Sizes (cm)  2 4 6 8 10 12 14 S M L XL 2XL 3XL
HEIGHT  98 108 120 130 140 150 160 165 170 175 180 180 180
CHEST  57 60 64 68 72 76 80 85 89 93 97 102 107
WAIST  54 56 58 60 64 67 70 74 77 80 83 87 91

GIRL'S     
sizing & measurements   Child       Adult
Sizes (cm)  2 4 6 8 10 12 14 S  M L  XL 2XL 3XL 
HEIGHT  98 108 120 130 140 150 160 165 165 170 170 175 175
CHEST  57 60 64 68 73 77 83 88 90 93 97 100 104
WAIST  54 56 58 60 62 64 66 69 72 75 79 83 86

Quality & value for money guaranteed    
Spartan offers a quality value for money stock service Clothing range.  Our garments are made from 

superior fabrics and treatments.  Our range consist of long and short sleeve polo shirts, windcheaters, 

school and track pants, shorts, skorts and culottes, dresses and the classic bomber jacket.  

Our design strengths include... 

Colour Fastness  
Our garments stand up to rigorous colour fastness testing ensuring they will hold their vibrant colour for longer.

Anti Pill
Many of our knitted garments use a superior anti-pill yarn that resists pilling wear after wear, wash after 

wash.  You can even tumble dry them!

Long Wearing
Everything from the fabric, construction and sizing of our garments has been designed with frequent use 

and longevity in mind.  Forget shrinking or warping, our garments will keep looking and feeling great.

Easy Iron    
Ironing is a breeze with our soft, quality fabrics.  You can even give up the iron on some of our garments!

Comfort Fit     
Very comfortable, well-fitting garments make for a great wearing experience time after time.

Easy Care 
Our revolutionary fabrics make taking care of our garments simple.  Did we mention you could throw them 

in the dryer?

Schoolproof®     
Our product styling, specification and design are all carefully tested to ensure that each product meets

the unique and challenging demands of daily school use.

Availability all year round    
We hold a large amount of popular, unprinted stock at our Melbourne warehouse to ensure quick 

turnaround when you need it most.  

Logo printing & embroidery 
All our garments can be printed or embroidered.  

Single colour print   

Multi colour print     

Embroidery - all colours   

Colours     
Our Clothing range is available in a selection of stock service colours.  

Colour Reference
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Sizes   
2,   4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL,    3XL
(refer to pg 55)  

Sizes 
2,   4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL 
(refer to pg 55)
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Striped collarSelf coloured buttons

Clothing

BONDI
Short Sleeve Polo Shirt 

Code: POL01TCP

Features
Anti - pill yarn   ○  DuPont™  Teflon®  fabric protector stain resistance   ○  UPF rating:  Very Good -  Excellent   ○  Twin needle stitched sleeve & hem   ○  Self coloured buttons, reinforced double placket

220gsm Pique Knit - 65% Polyester 35% Cotton                    White = 235gsm 

Colours
Navy, royal, sky, purple, bottle, emerald, jade, maroon, red, orange, yellow, gold, white, teal & black 

JERVIS
Short Sleeve Polo Shirt with Striped Collar 

Code: POL01TCS

Colours
Gold with navy, royal or bottle stripes  /  Navy with gold, sky, white or red stripes  /  Bottle with gold 
stripes  /  Sky with navy or maroon stripes  /  Royal with gold stripes  /  Red with navy stripes 
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Clothing

Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,   XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes   
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,   XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes   
2,   4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL
(refer to pg 55)

Striped collar 1x1 rib cuff & hem

Features
Anti - pill yarn    ○   DuPont™  Teflon®  fabric protector stain resistance    ○   UPF rating:  Very Good -  Excellent 

Twin needle stitched sleeve & hem    ○   Self coloured buttons, reinforced double placket

MALVERN
Long Sleeve Polo Shirt with
 Code: POL02TCS

                      Striped Collar

AIRLIE
Contrast Panel Short Sleeve
Code: POL03APS

                                          Polo Shirt

ROCKLEY
Long Sleeve Polo Shirt 

Code: POL02TCP

Colours
Gold with navy stripes  /  Navy with gold or white stripes  
Sky with navy stripes  /  Red with navy stripes 

* Not all colours available in every size.  
Please check with your Spartan representative or head office.

Colours
Navy with sky contrast panels, white piping and sky stripes 

  

Colours
Navy, royal, sky, bottle, jade, maroon, red, yellow, gold & white     

220gsm Pique Knit - 65% Polyester 35% Cotton                White = 235gsm  (MALVERN & ROCKLEY) 180gsm Cotton Polyester Aero-Plus

Contrast panel
and piping

Features
Knitted stripe collar Contrast side panels
Piping detailing  Side seam split opening  
Twin needle stitching Reinforced button placket

Clothing



Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,   XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL
(refer to pg 55)
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Clothing

ASHFORD  Bomber Jacket with studs or zip
Codes: JKT02TCP (studs)       JKT01TCP (zip)

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Classic soft fleece jacket  Knitted collar, cuffs & waistband
Stud button or zip closure matching garment fabric Twin needle stitched sleeve rib cuff & hem  
Anti-pill yarn and quality fabric brushing Two front slant pockets  

Colours
Navy, royal, bottle, maroon, junior navy, light maroon, red & green (green & light maroon only available in the 
JKT02TCP)

BARWON  Striped Bomber Jacket 
Code: JKT02TCS (studs)        JKT01TCS (zip)

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Classic soft fleece jacket   Knitted striped collar, cuffs & waistband
Stud button closure matching garment fabric  Twin needle stitched sleeve rib cuff & hem  
Anti-pill yarn and quality fabric brushing  Two front slant pockets  

Colours
Navy with gold stripes / Navy with sky stripes / Navy with white stripes / Bottle with gold stripes /
Royal with gold stripes / Junior navy with gold stripes / Junior navy with sky stripes
* Not all colours available in every size.  Please check with your Spartan representative or head office.
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Sizes   
2,   4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL 
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL,    3XL,    4XL 
(refer to pg 55)
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Twin stitching Custom contrast 
hood lining available

(Minimums apply)

Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL,    3XL
(refer to pg 55)

TARLO  Polar Fleece Jacket 
Code: JKT04PFP

340gsm Polar Fleece - 100% Bonded Polyester

Features
Super soft & warm    Two front zip pockets
Self coloured full zip-up collar  Anti-pill fabric
Elasticised cuffs

    Embroidery only 

 Colours
Navy, green, royal & red

  

AVALON  Crew Neck Windcheater 
Code: WCH01TCP

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Anti-pill yarn & quality brushing 1x1 rib collar, cuffs  &  hem
Drop sleeve style Reinforced twin needle stitching  
Tubular body  May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, bottle, royal, maroon, green, junior navy, red, light maroon & pink

MORETON  Hooded Windcheater 
Code: WCH03TCP

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Anti-pill yarn & quality brushing 1x1 rib cuffs  &  hem
Pouch pocket  Reinforced stitching 
Tone in tone hooded lining May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy & junior navy

Clothing

* Not all colours available in every size.  Please check with your Spartan 
representative or head office.

Clothing



Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL,    3XL 
(refer to pg 55)
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Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL,    3XL
(refer to pg 55)

    

THREDBO  Polar Fleece Vest 
Code: VES01PFP

340gsm Polar Fleece - 100% Polyester

Features
Versatile, soft & warm    Two front welt pockets
Self coloured full zip-up collar  Anti-pill fabric
Mesh lining   Embroidery only 
 
Colours
Navy

 

HOTHAM  Polar Fleece Lined Rain Jacket
Code: RJKT01PEP

Outer - Polyester  /  Inner - 180gsm Polar Fleece - 100% Polyester

Features
Water resistant  Polar fleece lining
Zip closure  Hood concealed in zipped collar 
Two front zip pockets Internal zip pocket 

Colours
Navy & green

TULLY  Rain Jacket
Code: RJKT-C & RJKT-A

Polyester

Features
Waterproof   Fully sealed seams 
Toggle hood  Rolls up into attached bag 
Waist adjusters   Neck protector covers front zip

   
Colours
Navy

Twin stitching

Polar fleece lining

Clothing
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Kim Borran

Kosta Philo
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John Hall
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Karen Day
Kelly Clark
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Want to make a statement?
Then, look no further.. . . .
At Spartan, we hold stock in our warehouse all year round, so you can be assured of receiving 

a superior quality product with the fastest turn around and delivery.  Our Leavers range of 

garments are developed to have exceptional colour fastness, anti pilling, longer wearing,

easy iron, comfortable fit and easy care.

Our friendly team are here to help you with every step 

of your order, from picking a garment that suits your 

needs, assisting with design and layout of your art 

work and ensuring that your delivery is on time.

Spartan’s art department and print technology 

is of the highest quality and standard giving you 

peace of mind when designing your personalised 

garment.  Our range of logo application techniques 

provide a sharp quality print with outstanding durability. 

2022
S P A R T A N P

.S
.

CL
ASS OF

20222022

A small selection of our standard design templates for your customisation

Stand out from the Crowd Graduation Garments

Conditions apply.  Please contact our support team for more information.

Clothing



Sizes 
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL
(refer to pg 55) 

Sizes 
4,   6,   8,   10,   12 
(refer to pg 55)
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Zip side pocket Double knee

PARKES  Leisure Pants
Code: TRP09REP

350gsm - 70% Viscose  25% Nylon  5% Elastane

Features
Comfortable stretch low pill yarn Elastic waistband
Contemporary narrow fit leg Right hand side zip pocket
Reinforced twin needle stitching 

Colours
Navy, royal, green & black

AUBURN  Double Knee Straight Leg
Code: TRP04TCP                                Track Pants
320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Mix of Anti-pill yarn & quality brushing Double knee & open leg hem
Reinforced twin needle stitching   Right hand side zip pocket 
Elastic waist with inner draw-cord May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, royal, bottle, maroon, green & junior navy



Sizes 
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,   M,   L,   XL 
(refer to pg 55)

     

Sizes 
2,   4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL
(refer to pg 55)                       
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Ankle zipZip side pocket

SAMFORD  Ankle Zip Track Pants 
Code: TRP05TCP

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Mix of Anti-pill yarn & quality brushing Ankle zip 
Reinforced twin needle stitching   Ribbed cuff 
Elastic waist with inner draw-cord May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy & junior navy

Clothing

BELFORD  Straight Leg Track Pants
Code: TRP01TCP

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Mix of Anti-pill yarn & quality brushing Open hem leg  
Elastic waistband with inner draw-cord  Right hand side zip pocket
Reinforced twin needle stitched hem May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, bottle, royal, maroon, black, green & junior navy

* Not all colours available in every size.
Please check with your Spartan representative or head office.

Clothing



Sizes   
4,    6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,   M,   L 
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes  
2,   4,    6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S 
(refer to pg 55)
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1x1 rib cuff 1x1 rib cuff

ASHGROVE  Single Knee Cuff Track Pants
Code: TRP07TCP

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Mix of Anti-pill yarn & quality brushing 1x1 rib cuff
Reinforced twin needle stitching Right hand side zip pocket
Elastic waist with inner draw-cord May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy

BOTANY  Double Knee Cuff Track Pants
Code: TRP02TCP

320gsm Fleece - Polyester / Cotton

Features
Mix of Anti-pill yarn & quality brushing Double knee & 1x1 rib cuff
Reinforced twin needle stitching Right hand side zip pocket
Elastic waist with inner draw-cord May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, royal, bottle, black, green, junior navy & maroon
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Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,   XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,   XL,   2XL 
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14
(refer to pg 55)

Draw cordZipped side seam pocketButton through waist band

BELMONT  Basic Gabardine Pants 
Code: PANT02TRP

260gsm Gabardine - 65% Polyester 35% Viscose

Features
Low pill yarn  Reinforced twin needle stitching
Elastic waist  Zipped side seam pocket
Comfort fit  May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, grey & green

OLINDA  Stretchy Gabardine Pants 
Code: PANT05STR

225gsm Gabardine - Polyester / Viscose / Elastane

Features
Stylish flat waist band at front Elastic waist at back 
Button through waist band  Stretchy comfort fit  
Low pill yarn

Colours
Navy

KINGSTON  Basic Gabardine Pants 
Code: PANT03TRP

      with Double Knee 
260gsm Gabardine - 65% Polyester 35% Viscose

Features
Low pill yarn  Reinforced twin needle stitching
Elastic waist  Zipped side seam pocket
Comfort fit  May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy & grey

Clothing
Clothing



Sizes 
2,    4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M
(refer to pg 55)
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Button over Back pocket

Clothing

CURTIS  Basic Gabardine Shorts
Code: SOR06TRP

260gsm Gabardine 65% Polyester 35% Viscose

Features
Low pill yarn  Reinforced twin needle stitching
Elastic waist  Zipped side seam pocket
Comfort fit  May be tumble dried - warm

   
Colours
Navy, grey & green

Sizes   
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,   XL
(refer to pg 55)

Reinforced stitching

WILSON  Formal Shorts
Code: SOR05TRP

260gsm Gabardine 65% Polyester 35% Viscose

Features
Low pill yarn  Back elasticated waist
Zip fly with button over Front pleats
Two side slant pockets May be tumble dried - warm

   
Colours
Dark grey melange & grey

Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14
(refer to pg 55)

BYRON  Cargo Shorts
Code: SOR04TRP

260gsm Gabardine 65% Polyester 35% Viscose

Features
Reinforced twin needle stitching  Low pill yarn 
Two side leg pockets & one back pocket Elastic waist
Pockets with flap & Velcro closure May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy & grey * Size 2 available in Navy only



Sizes  
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL,    3XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL,    2XL,    3XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL
(refer to pg 55)
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Zip side pocket Aeroplus fabricComfort elastic
waist band

Clothing

ELWOOD  Microfibre Shorts
Code: SOR02MFP

115-120gsm Microfibre - 100% Polyester

Features
Low pill yarn & twin needle stitching Right hand zip pocket 
Strong fabrication with a soft handle  Keeps the wearer cool and dry
Elastic waist with inner draw-cord  May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, royal, bottle & maroon

NOOSA  Aeroplus Shorts
Code: SOR01APP

185gsm Aeroplus - 60% Cotton  40% Polyester

Features
Mid length sport short Twin pockets 
Cotton back for extra comfort  Right hand zip pocket 
Elastic waist with inner draw-cord  May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy & green

GIBSON  Microfibre Stretch Shorts
Code: SOR02SMF

130gsm Microfibre - 91% Polyester   9% Elastane

Features
Low pill yarn & twin needle stitching Right hand zip pocket 
Strong fabrication with a soft handle  Keeps the wearer cool and dry
Elastic waist with inner draw-cord  Comfortable stretch fabric

Colours
Navy, royal, green & burgundy

Clothing



Sizes 
2,  4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L
(refer to pg 55)

* Not all colours available in every size.
Please check with your Spartan
representative or head office.

* Not all colours available in every size.
Please check with your Spartan
representative or head office.
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Side zip pocket

ASCOT  Rugby Knit Shorts
Code: SOR01TCP

290gsm Rugby Knit - 65% Polyester 35% Cotton

Features
Anti - pill yarn  Right hand side zip pocket
Open leg hem   Elastic waist with inner draw cord
May be tumble dried - warm  Reinforced twin needle stitching at hems 

 
Colours
Navy, royal, bottle, maroon & black

Clothing

Sizes 
2,   4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L
(refer to pg 55)

Zipped side seam pocket

CASEY  PV Culottes 
Code: SOR03TRP

210gsm Plain Weave - 65% Polyester 35% Viscose

Features
Low pill yarn Reinforced twin needle stitching
Elastic waist Zipped side seam pocket
Comfort fit May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, bottle & royal



Sizes  
2,   4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,   XL
(refer to pg 55)

Sizes 
2,    4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,    L,    XL   
(refer to pg 55)

* Not all colours
available in every size.

Please check with your
Spartan representative

or head office.
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Elastic waistInternal bike shorts

Front Front

Back Back

AVOCA  PV Skort 
Code: SOR07TRP

210gsm Plain Weave - 65% Polyester 35% Viscose

Features
Low pill yarn  Reinforced stitching
Elastic waist  Zipped side seam pocket
Comfort fit  May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy, royal, black, bottle & burgundy

HARLIN  Poly Yoke Skort 
Code: SOR09TEP

Outer   -   175gsm 96% Polyester 4% Elastane
Inner    -   220gsm 95% Cotton 5% Elastane

Features
Yoke waist skirt Two front knife pleats
Comfort elastic waist Right hand side zip pocket
Internal bike short   

Colours
Navy, royal, green, black & burgundy

Clothing
Clothing



Sizes 
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M,   L
(refer to pg 55) 
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Sizes 
4,   6,   8,   10,   12,   14,   S,    M
(refer to pg 55) 

Adjustable waist belt

FREE
scrunchie

CHELSEA  Gingham Dress 
Code: DRS01TCG

120gsm Gingham - 65% Polyester 35% Cotton

Features
Pre-shrunk fabric Zipped side seam pocket
Adjustable waist belt Free scrunchie
Reinforced stitching May be tumble dried - warm

Colours
Navy/white, red/white & green/white 

BRONTE  Plain Tunic 
Code: TUN02TRP

65% Polyester  35% Viscose

Features
Detachable button through bib Generous inverted pleats
Internal adjustable button waist Zipped side seam pocket
May be tumble dried - warm Free scrunchie

Colours
Navy



Dress Fabric 
120 - 130gsm,  65% Polyester / 35% Cotton

Tunic Fabric
260gsm,  65% Polyester / 35% Cotton
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Clothing
Clothing

Dresses

Tunics
We now offer a wide range of tunic 

and dress styles in a huge array of 

check fabrics.  Many are held as stock 

lines and we are constantly adding to 

this range.  Check our website for the 

full range.  If we don't stock your 

style we can custom make it for you. 

Contact our support team to discuss 

options and see a sample.
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WARRANTY Information 

BAGS & ACCESSORIES

Limited LIFETIME Manufacturing Warranty
All Spartan products are designed for comfort and built to last. In fact, certain 
Spartan products are designed to last a student’s school lifetime, that’s why 
Spartan offers a limited lifetime warranty for manufacturing defects in materials, 
workmanship and construction in relation to these products (refer
to specific product page).

Spartan warrants that for the lifetime of these Spartan products, they will be free from defects in 
materials, workmanship and construction. In the event there are any defects in materials and/or 
workmanship covered by this warranty, Spartan will, at it's discretion, replace or credit the faulty product.

This warranty is limited to manufacturing defects in materials, workmanship and construction. The 
warranty does not cover any damage or defects arising from normal fair wear and tear, negligence, 
malicious damage or abuse, misuse of the product (including where the recommended capacity of the 
product is exceeded), failure to comply with reasonable directions or recommendations provided by 
Spartan, or damage caused by matters beyond Spartan’s reasonable control.  Any modification, repair 
or alteration of the Spartan product by any third party, including removal of the internal name tag voids 
Spartan’s obligations under this warranty.

Spartan will not be liable under this warranty for any personal injury or any indirect, special, incidental or 
consequential damages including, without limitation, loss of profit.  Spartan’s maximum liability under this 
lifetime warranty will be limited to the full replacement value of the product supplied to you.

All warranties are applicable to the original purchaser only, are not transferable and must be accompanied 
by proof of purchase (failing which the warranty will be void).

Limited THREE YEAR Manufacturing Warranty     
To support your purchase selection, Spartan provides a limited three year 
manufacturing warranty covering manufacturing defects in materials, workmanship 
and construction on all the Spartan @ttitude® backpacks (please refer to specific 
product pages).

All other warranty terms are the same as those stated previously under the “Limited 
Lifetime Manufacturing Warranty” section.

Limited ONE YEAR Manufacturing Warranty - TROLLEY BAGS     
Trolley Bags are not recommended for daily school use. They are not 
recommended for use when: 

-   public transport is being taken to and or from school 
-   walking long distances or on rough/uneven surfaces to and or from school 
-   the school grounds do not provide adequate flat and smooth surfaces for trolley
     bags (ramps, etc.)

Trolley bags are covered by a limited one year manufacturing warranty. This is limited to manufacturing 
defects in materials, workmanship and construction. The warranty does not cover any damage or 
defects arising from normal fair wear and tear, negligence, malicious damage or abuse, misuse of the 
product, failure to comply with reasonable directions or recommendations provided by Spartan, or 
damage caused by matters beyond Spartan’s reasonable control.  The warranty does not cover the 
wheels and handle of the bag.

All other warranty terms are the same as those stated previously under the “Limited Lifetime 
Manufacturing Warranty” section. 

PRIMARY SCHOOL CLOTHING
Spartan products without a specified warranty period are warranted to be free of manufacturing fault 
or defect.  Products are made to a standard that ensures they are fit for purpose and will withstand the 
rigours of fair wear and tear.

                        Warranty Procedure
        1.   In the instance where a student makes a claim under our warranty, please do not 

 offer a replacement without first contacting a Spartan representative.

        2.   Call your local Territory Manager to report the claim.

        3.   If he/she is unavailable, contact Spartan Customer Service toll free on 1800 815 557. 

        4. You  will be asked for your school and the student's name, as well as a description of what   

 the problem is with the bag.  You will also be advised on what steps to take next.

        5. If the bag is clearly suffering a manufacturing fault, Spartan will issue you with a credit.  

 This will enable you to give the student/parent a new replacement schoolbag.

        6. If it is not a manufacturing fault, the bag can be taken to a local repairer for repair at 

 the owner's cost.
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Prices & Quotations     
Most prices are featured in our catalogue and we can also supply written quotations upon request.   All 
prices exclude GST.   

There is the possibility that changes may be made to product post publishing of this catalogue, in this 
instance, prices may be subject to change without notice.   Please  enquire for up to date pricing information. 

Our Catalogue     
At Spartan, we have made every effort to ensure that the accuracy of all information contained in this 
catalogue is correct at the time of publishing.  Product information should be used as a guide only as there 
may be changes over the course of the year. 
-  Colours may vary from actual product colours and should be used as a guide only.   

-  Revised styles will be available once all current stock has been depleted.

Priority Despatch & Delivery Times  
Plain orders will be despatched up to 72 hours of being received at head office.  
However, orders that require any of the following do not qualify for priority despatch:  bar coding, special 
packaging requirements (eg. single packed clothing) or very large orders (eg. 500 art smocks in assorted 
sizes and colours).

At the time of order placement, we will provide you with an approximate delivery date.  The delivery times 
chart acts as a general guide.

Minimum Order Quantities     
The minimum order quantity chart is a guide for our list and indent minimum order quantities.  

Over & Under Supply - Custom Made     
It is common practice to add a few additional units to compensate for any loss during manufacturing.  Any 
faults and fabric flaws will be identified during the quality assurance process and may result in higher or 
lower quantities.  Your order may be reduced or increased due to these circumstances.

Order quantity less than 100:   +/- 10% of the total garments ordered.

Order quantity greater than 100:   +/- 5% of the total garments ordered.

Individually Packaged Items     
A $1.00 + gst surcharge applies for all bags and clothing that is to be individually bagged or packaged.

Freight Charges     
For accessories, headwear & clothing, a maximum freight charge of $15.00 (including GST) applies. 
For trolley bags, freight will be charged at the current cost to Spartan, at time of delivery.
FREE freight - please refer to FREIGHT FREE MINIMUMS table for minimum order quantities.
Helpful tip:  Combine orders to avoid freight, eg: order 20 bags & 25 hats, and pay no freight. 

Artwork     
Spartan reserves the right to charge for completed artwork if an order is cancelled through no fault of our own.

Product Range Plain Printed Embroidered *
Bags, Accessories, Headwear,  1-7 Up to 15 20
Sportswear, Socks, Hosiery  working days working days working days
& Clothing   
Custom Made  BAGS up to 6 mths up to 6 mths up to 6 mths     
Custom Made  CLOTHING up to 6 mths up to 6 mths up to 6 mths
Custom Made  SOCKS                                                      Refer to page 43 or contact customer service

                  * Please allow 20-25  working days for embroidered products delivered to regional far north QLD or WA  

Delivery times -  plain / printed / embroidered  

Product Range Plain Printed / Embroidered  
Bags 20 pieces 20 pieces 
Accessories 25 pieces 25 pieces
Headwear 25 pieces 25 pieces
Sportswear & Clothing  20 pieces 20 pieces
Socks & Hosiery 12 x 2 packs / 24 pairs 
 Custom Made ~ Refer to page 43 or contact customer service

Minimum order quantities - LIST

Product Range Plain / Printed / Embroidered
Bags 20 pieces plain / printed / embroidered
Accessories   25 pieces plain / printed / embroidered                    
Headwear 25 pieces plain / printed / embroidered
Sportswear & Clothing       20 pieces plain / printed / embroidered
Socks & Hosiery Stock Service ~ 150 x 2 packs / 300 pairs (across all styles)
 Custom Made ~ Refer to page 43 or contact customer service

Minimum order quantities - INDENT

Bags   20+ pieces
Trolley Bags     Freight applies to all orders             
Accessories & Headwear   75+ pieces             
Sportswear & Clothing    50+ pieces
Socks & Hosiery     36+ 2 packs / 72 pairs

Freight free minimum order quantities

TERMS & Conditions
Order Changes     
CUSTOM product - cannot be amended once the order has been confirmed by Spartan.

STOCK product - any changes will be at Spartan's discretion. 

Inform
ation



Account No: .................................  P/O No: ....................................

Cust. / School Name: .......................................................................

Suburb: ...............................................................................................

Contact Name: ...................................................................................

Contact Phone No: ...........................................................................

Mobile Phone No: .............................................................................

Email Address: .................................................................................

Special Instructions  (Alternate delivery address if required / NOT a residential address) :

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Order placement date:   .......... /.......... /..........

INDENT / LIST / SAMPLE order

OK to deliver up to one month early?   YES  /  NO

New Artwork?   YES  /  NO     * Please provide artwork for any 
           NEW or CHANGED artwork

Office Use Only:

NEW
Product

Y / N
Product Description Colour Piping

Colour

Plain
Single
Multi

Emb.
Y / N

Size PriceQTY.
1st

Delivery,
week ending

QTY.
2nd

Delivery,
week ending

3rd
Delivery,

week ending
TOTAL
units

QTY.

Customer Acceptance Signature:

........................................................................... 

ORDER FORM

Spartan Pty Ltd      ABN 25 400 763 022      

575 Burwood Highway,  Knoxfield,  Victoria,  3180                

p    1800 815 557 (FREE)             e    info@spartanss.com.au              w     www.spartanss.com.au
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Wherever you are, we've 
got you covered

Spartan Pty Ltd 
ABN 25 400 763 022

Support Office:
575 Burwood Highway

Knoxfield   Victoria   3180

Ph    1800 815 557 (FREE) 

             info@spartanss.com.au 

             www.spartanss.com.au

We love feedback!

Please contact our National Sales Manager,  Vera Byron, 
on (free phone)  1800 815 557,  or email vera.byron@spartanss.com.au

W.A.

N.T.

QLD.

N.S.W.

VIC.

TAS.

S.A.

Follow us on

Facebook & 
Instagram

Inform
ation



Our catalogue has been responsibly printed 
on recycled carbon neutral paper


